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CHAPTER FOUR, QUESTION ONE  

 

To effectively revise a memo that does its best to conceal horrific actions that will 

decimate an entire line of people, I must remove myself from my present situation to try to 

understand a perspective wholly different from my own. As a writer who comes from a society 

that believes in equality and freedom for all, I have a difficult time comprehending the distance 

Just places between himself and those who the memo’s actions target. Nevertheless, I must 

understand Just’s motivations for his writing if I am to keep to content of the memo the same as 

in the original document and also revise the memo to incorporate Porter’s ethical principles for 

professional writers. Written communication can be both subjective and objective, and no doubt 

audiences have their opinions on the content of Just’s memo. However, as a professional writer 

my opinion on the content is not as important as my ability to write effective prose no matter my 

feelings on the given information. Just clearly hoped for the intended outcomes of this particular 

memo despite its harsh consequences; we can study this document to learn from his chosen 

rhetorical actions, which effectively concealed the disturbing aspects in an effort to keep the 

public from learning the Nazis intended plan of extermination. My role as a writer is to convey 

without bias the significance of the material in this document in a way that showcases the action 

needing to be taken and his rhetorical choices of written communication.  

The success of Just’s memo is dependent upon two scenarios: those carrying out the 

actions believing in the necessity of his requests and Just’s conveyance of the requests coming 

across as reasonable and empathic towards those the actions will affect. The challenge in 

revising this memo is two-fold, as well: the Nazi party was known for its inhumane attitude 

towards the “undesirables,” so in incorporating Porter’s ethical principles of professional writing 

I will still have watch how empathetic I come across about those whom the Nazi party wants to 

exterminate. No matter what ethical principles are to be utilized in the revision of Just’s memo, 

the information must not read as if Just has any sympathy for the “undesirables”. The trick in the 
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revision will be in using rhetorical techniques to make the information seem helpful for those 

“undesirables” while still achieving the Nazi’s goals of extermination. My goal in this revision as 

a professional writer is to convey Just’s reasonable requests—for they are reasonable given the 

goal he is being asked to achieve—and display the honest outcome of those affected by the 

intended actions. If I am to follow an ethical basis towards writing, part of which comes from 

doing what is requested with my job function, then my role with this revision is to follow the 

directions given: I am to convey Just’s requests to his supervisors no matter how hard it may be 

for me to write a request that will send people to their deaths.   

Porter’s ethical actions thrive upon kindness and gentleness towards the sender and 

receiver of written communication. Under the circumstances of this memo, following Porter’s 

ethical principles of professional writing will be challenging because the Nazis were not 

particularly sympathetic or empathetic people. Constraints in this revision consist of the 

inclusion of ethos and pathos throughout the document: ethos, in this case Just’s character, 

depends upon others believing Just’s request as justified both personally and professionally; and 

pathos—appealing to readers’ emotions—the combination of logically following Just’s 

supervisors’ understanding of the situation and conveying Just as someone who is looking out for 

his audiences’ welfare. As a writer, I am intimidated by this task because I will need to charm 

audiences who want two vastly different outcomes from the same document. This undertaking 

requires rhetorical skill that balances audience desires with written communication requirements, 

which are not always one and the same. Just’s memo already utilizes the specific circumstances 

and contextualizes the situation to heighten his requests to significant proportions; his requests 

would only be validated per this situation the Nazi’s hoped to accomplish. The revision will 

focus on using these circumstances to make Just’s requests, with changes coming through the 

wording and rhetorical choices Just originally made: humanizing where he previously worded his 

text to hide the effects of his request.  

Just’s memo is a contradiction to Porter’s ethical practices for professional writers 

because the author’s intended outcomes from his requests will directly harm others. Written 

communication should enhance solidarity and communion between people; Just’s memo does 

the opposite in its desire to spur death and inflict pain on others. The actions that Just requests in 

his memo will still be achieved through my revision, but in adapting Just’s wording and tone to a 

more familiar textual language I will convey to readers the benefits of the requests to more than 
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only those in the Nazi party. A concern of any revision to such a sensitive document is that 

writing any show of empathy towards requests that harm individuals deems the author as feeling 

the same harmful emotions as of the original writer. The textual language I choose to revise the 

document and the rhetorical techniques I apply within the written communication are highly 

significant to the success of this revision. Another limitation that plays into the success of this 

revision is the fact that most people are already highly sensitive to the Nazi party and the time 

period in which the party was in place in Germany. Authors who work with any such written 

communication from this time period must remember to make rhetorical choices through ethos, 

pathos, and logos that align ethically with historical accuracy and emotionally with audiences’ 

sensitivity to the subject in mind. I have the advantage of writing this revision many years after 

the original document came into being—opinions on the actions taken by the Nazi during this 

time period are well known. As a professional writer aware of these opinions and facts, I will 

take care to document the requests made in the original document and blend in rhetorical choices 

that accurately state the facts and cater to the sensitivities of the audience.    

Despite the societal and ethical differences between the Nazi party and most people 

present and past, communicators still follow a code of written ethics transcends time and place. 

The differences between Just’s original and my revised documents are substantial, but his intent 

rings true through the revision because drastically changing an author’s document goes against a 

writer’s moral standard of freedom of speech. My goal as a professional writer is to accurately, 

efficiently, and effectively communicate information—whether that information be personal, 

academic, social, or work-related—in an appealing manner. I intend to do no harm, to consider 

my audience, and to be truthful in all aspects of my writing. The context of the present situation 

and the circumstances behind the written communication will always be considered in my pre- 

and post-writing documents and revisions. Just’s writing practice does accurately communicate 

his requests; however, his writing practice is not efficient or effective. Only those who were 

actively involved with the extermination of the “undesirables” would have understood Just’s 

memo. This understanding is exactly what Just hoped for when writing the memo, but it does not 

make for good writing because audiences do not want to have dissect information to get to the 

heart of the material.   

 

  


